Recent Highlights at Vintage

Portfolio News

COMPANY PORTFOLIO
Similarweb to go public via IPO at a valuation of between $1.5B and $2B

Yotpo becomes a unicorn, raising $230M at a valuation of $1.4B

Cynet raises $40M in a Series C round

eToro to go public via SPAC merger at a valuation of $10B

MyHeritage acquired by Francisco Partners

Electric raises $40M in a Series C round

Otonomo to go public via SPAC merger at a valuation of $1.4B

Earnix becomes a unicorn, raising $75M

Payoneer to go public via SPAC merger at a valuation of $3.3B

Wolt raises $530M to continue expanding beyond restaurant delivery

We also had significant indirect exposure to numerous companies that announced exits and large capital
raises during this quarter.

FUND PORTFOLIO
Starting Line launches fund II, a $30M fund, to back early-stage consumer-focused
startups building products and services for the 99% economy

Singular launches its first fund of $265M, to support remarkable founders building
transformative companies in the European tech scene

Bessemer Venture Partners raises $3.3B across two funds to back early-stage
startups as well as growth rounds for more mature companies

Pioneer Square Labs launches PSL Ventures II, a $100M Seed Fund targeting
companies in the Pacific Northwest

Primary Venture Partners closes on $200M across two funds focused on NY-based
startups, $150M for seed investing and an additional $50M to participate in select
later stage rounds largely from its own portfolio

Boldstart Ventures closes on $230M across two funds focused on SaaS and
developer-first companies, $155M for its fifth flagship fund and $75M for its second
opportunity fund

Company News
Hamutal Meridor joins as Venture Partner
During the last 6 years, Hamutal was at Palantir Technologies (NYSE:
PLTR) as the GM of the Israeli branch. Before that, she headed the
Web Intelligence Division at Verint (NASDAQ: VRNT). She was also an
entrepreneur for several years, following a tenure as a Program Manager
at Microsoft (NASDAQ: MSFT) and YaData, a data analytics startup
acquired by Microsoft.
Hamutal is an alumna of Singularity University, a member of Israel Brain
Technologies, and a founding member of "Cracking the Glass Ceiling",
non-profit promoting girls from social and geographic peripheries to STEM.
She holds a BSc in Computer Science & Cognitive Science from the
Hebrew University and an MSc in Natural Language Processing from the
University of Edinburgh.

Barrel Kfir joins as Principal
Before joining Vintage, Barrel was Director of Portfolio at Intel Ignite. Prior
to that, he was a Principal at JVP where he led investments in earlystage companies and acted as a Board Director in #Cybersecurity, #AI,
#Cloud, #IoT companies. Barrel also brings significant experience through
his military service, serving as a Captain at the Technological Unit of the
Intelligence Force and the Israeli Ministry of Defense in R&D roles and
leading a Cybersecurity focused product team.
Barrel holds a BSc in Computer Science and an MBA from Technion Israel Institute of Technology.

Tzlil joins Vintage as a Senior Associate
Before joining Vintage, Tzlil was a Manager at Monitor Deloitte Strategy
Consultancy, focusing on technology and media industries. While there,
Tzlil led numerous projects for startups and tech companies, performing
deep analysis and supporting decision-making. Before that, Tzlil worked
for the Research Department at the Bank of Israel.
Tzlil holds a BA in Philosophy, Political Science, and Economics from the
Hebrew University.

2020 Summit
Interviews
Vintage
Annual Summits 2020

Princeton’s Alternatives
Portfolio in a Time
of Great Financial
Uncertainty
An interview with Andrew K. Golden,
President, Princeton University Investment
Company

When Covid-19 Kills
Your Business: Pivoting
Eventbrite
An interview with Kevin Hartz, former CEO,
Chairman and Co-Founder of Eventbrite
Watch

Watch

Building a Business to
Consumer Business:
The Twitter Learnings
An interview with Dick Costolo, former CEO,
Twitter, Managing Partner, 01 Advisors

The Future of the
Insurance Industry
An interview with Serge Raffard, Strategy,
Marketing, Distribution Officer, Allianz SE
Watch

Watch

So You are a Fintech
Startup: The Future of
the Financial Services
Industry

The State of Growth
Capital for Technology
Companies

An interview with Micky Malka, Founder and
Managing Partner, Ribbit Capital

An interview with Chelsea Stoner, General
Partner, Battery Ventures
Watch

Watch

Events
An Interview for International Women's Day 2021

Choosing to Challenge – Driving Change in
Fintech and Designing the Future
Orly Glick, Partner, interviewed Ann Cairns, Executive Vice Chair, Mastercard for
International Women’s Day 2021.
Orly sat down with Ann to discuss how she made her way into the fintech world,
tackling pay gaps within Mastercard and diversity. Ann also shared her thoughts
about bitcoin, cryptocurrencies and how Mastercard is innovating by working
alongside partners and startups
Watch

DLA Piper's Middle East Tech Summit Panel

When Collaboration Drives Innovation:
Opportunities Offered by the Abraham
Accords
Abe Finkelstein, General Partner, shared his thoughts: discussing collaboration
and innovation opportunities with EU following the Abraham Accords
Watch

Fireside Chat

Alan Feld, Founder and General Partner
interviewed JFrog Co-Founder and CEO
Shlomi Ben Haim
Discussing how important is company culture to building a successful company,
GTM strategies from 0 to $1M ARR, starting a bottom up sales operation, key
success factors in market category formation, IPO readiness and more
Watch

Value Added Services (VAS)
Vintage
Thought Leadership

CORPORATE INNOVATION TRENDS SUMMARY

The Hidden Truth about
Corporate Innovation

Orly Glick interviewed on
Bloomberg TV

Vintage’s Corporate Innovation Summary of
2020 and Outlook on 2021 – written by Orly
Glick, Partner, Vintage

Discussing her recent article, The Hidden Truth
about Corporate Innovation, top innovation
trends and how technology has become
catalyst during the Covid-19 pandemic

Read
Watch

Vintage
Global Startups Session

STARTUP GLOBAL SESSIONS
Virtual webinars aimed at bringing together high-level multinationals’
executives seeking to solve key technological business challenges

Marketing in the Age of Gen Z & Influencers
Discussing how corporates can benefit from leveraging digital marketing solutions and influencers to reach
Gen Zs. Hosting marketing executive David Sable and the following startups:

Watch

Cybersecurity Series Part 1

The Everything Threat Session - Coverage,
Detection and Response
Join other CISOs and security teams that attended to meet the following cutting-edge Cybersecurity startups:

Watch

Cybersecurity Series Part 2

The Everything Identity - Access, Authorization and
Automation
Join other CISOs and security teams that attended to meet the following cutting-edge Cybersecurity startups:

Watch

Managing over $2 Billion across 12 funds, and investing in the leading VC funds and
startups in the U.S., Europe, and Israel

Disclaimer: This newsletter is intended for discussion purposes only. Nothing presented herein is intended to constitute investment advice, and under no circumstances should any information
provided herein be used or considered as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy an interest in any investment fund managed by Vintage Investment Partners. Vintage does not solicit or
make its services available to the public. Various pieces of Information provided reflect Vintage's views. Such views are subject to change without notice. While Vintage has used reasonable efforts to
obtain information from reliable sources, we make no representations or warranties as to the accuracy, reliability, or completeness of third-party information presented herein. The portfolio companies,
funds and exits do not represent all of the investments made by Vintage Investment Partners and were not selected based on the retur ns in them and may not be representative of any current or
future investment.

